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Biggest Takeaway:
Read your logs often enough to 
understand them and know 
what’s normal.



The problem We’re often dealing with 
firehoses of information 
in our logs.

Applications have many 
users and AJAX and other 
modern web 
development techniques 
can lead to many 
requests being made.

Platform stacks are 
increasingly complicated.



Logs
What the application/server has been designed to record.



dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:12 -0400] "POST /login.php HTTP/1.1" 302 
327 "http://dvwa.local/login.php" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; 
Win64; x64; Trident/5.0)"

dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:13 -0400] "GET 
/dvwa/js/?C=idzyacdj21957e9zfaahasiryi49uxmpagx6lv HTTP/1.1" 200 1139 
"http://dvwa.local/dvwa/js/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Win64; 
x64; Trident/5.0)"

dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:13 -0400] "GET /login.php HTTP/1.1" 200 
1908 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0\""

dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:13 -0400] "GET /dvwa/js/ HTTP/1.1" 200 
1139 "http://dvwa.local/dvwa/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; 
Win64; x64; Trident/5.0)"

dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:13 -0400] "GET 
/dvwa/js/?C='%22%3e%3csvg%2fonload%3d(new(Image)).src%3d'%2f%2f3x1juxx4mmtqrztkzvu2ud2c
i3ouei68uzhp5e%5c56burpcollaborator.net'%3e HTTP/1.1" 200 1139 
"http://dvwa.local/dvwa/js/" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Win64; 
x64; Trident/5.0)"



Alerts
Alerts attempt to 
mitigate the 
firehose effect by 
applying computer 
analytics to logs or 
network traffic to 
surface events for 
human analysis.



Alerts Sources

Firewall
Intrusion Detection or Prevention System
Web Application Firewall
SIEM
Other Log Analysis Tools
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An aside

Regexes are invaluable for 
security work.

Regex golf is a fun way to 
practice: 

https://alf.nu/RegexGolf 

^https?:\/\/\([^/]*\)\/test.php
$



Really Important Regex Tip:
Regexes are computationally expensive. 

^ at the beginning of the regex requires that the pattern match the first 
characters.

$ at the end of the regex requires that the pattern match the end characters.

Using one or both of these allows the regex engine to quickly short circuit out 
of evaluating the pattern.



Anchor Example

Given a string 

1a2345678901b234567890

Regex 1[ac] takes two comparisons to match.

Regex 1[df] takes twenty one to fail.

Regex ^1[df] takes three to fail.



HTTP Basics



 GET 
/data/ocs/section/index.html:homepage2-zon
e-1/views/zones/common/zone-manager.izl 
HTTP/1.1
Host: www.cnn.com
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; 
rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0
Accept: application/json, text/javascript, 
*/*; q=0.01
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5
X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest
Referer: http://www.cnn.com/
Cookie: countryCode=US; 
geoData=Raleigh|NC|27604|US|NA; 
optimizelyEndUserId=oeu1490297256870r0.551
1718042578888; _cb_ls=1
Connection: close

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
access-control-allow-origin: *
cache-control: max-age=60
connect-src 'self' *;
Content-Type: application/json; 
charset=utf-8
x-content-type-options: nosniff
x-servedByHost: ::ffff:10.61.5.142
x-xss-protection: 1; mode=block
Via: 1.1 varnish
Fastly-Debug-Digest: 
928dc757798d5c5b412fa64d60e1807038448218
0b69a0f7880c6d9926020b74
Content-Length: 38572
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Date: Thu, 23 Mar 2017 19:27:38 GMT
Via: 1.1 varnish
Age: 88
Connection: close
Set-Cookie: countryCode=US; 
Domain=.cnn.com; Path=/
X-Served-By: cache-iad2134-IAD, 
cache-atl6230-ATL
X-Cache: HIT, HIT
X-Cache-Hits: 1, 3
X-Timer: S1490297258.475968,VS0,VE0
Vary: Accept-Encoding



X-Forwarded-For
With modern infrastructure like CDNs and load 
balancers, the source IP in many logs is no longer 
accurate.
An optional header, X-Forwarded-For, is added by 
many applications and platforms to track original 
and intermediary IP addresses.

X-FORWARDED-FOR: 192.168.0.5, 10.100.20.123, 10.100.3.76



Types of HTTP Responses
● 1xx - Informational - rarely seen
● 2xx - Success - the server successfully processed the 

request
● 3xx - Redirection - the server tells the browser to make 

the request again but to a different URI
● 4xx - Client Error - something about the request is bad
● 5xx - Server Error - something went wrong on the 

server attempting to handle the request



4xx Errors
● 400 - Bad Request - Malformed requests are often 

generated by fuzzers, poorly written tools, or typos in 
manual testing

● 401 - Unauthorized - Attackers get prompted for 
credentials and get turned away when they lack the,

● 403 - Forbidden - The request is valid but the server will 
not satisfy it

● 404 - Not Found - The file doesn’t exist
● 405 - Method Not Allowed - the HTTP method is not 

allowed for the resource



5xx Errors
● 500 - Generic Error - Very often attack tools cause 

server errors
● 502 - Bad Gateway - A proxy received an invalid 

response
● 503 - Service Unavailable - The server is temporarily 

unavailable
● 504 - Gateway Timeout - The proxy is unable to connect 

to the upstream resource



Common Attacks



SQL Injection
SQL is the most common database query language.

It’s powerful because it allows queries within queries and 
queries appended to queries.

When unfiltered user data is passed to the database, a 
malicious user may cause the database to execute a query 
unintended by the developers.

Sometimes thought of as the 1=1 attack.



SQL Injection
dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:01 -0400] 
"GET /?1%20and%207921%3d7921=1 HTTP/1.1" 302 327 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/45.0"

dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:01 -0400] 
"GET /?1 and 7921=7921=1 HTTP/1.1" 302 327 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(X11; Linux i686; rv:45.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0"



Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
Similarly, unfiltered user input that’s reflected into the 
browser may execute as JavaScript (or sometimes Visual 
Basic in Internet Explorer).

Sometimes thought of as the alert() attack.



Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
dvwa.local:80 127.0.0.1 - - [23/Mar/2017:15:34:01 -0400] 
"GET /?foo=test"><script>alert()</script><" HTTP/1.1" 302 
327 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:45.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/45.0"



Reconnaissance

● Look for site scrapers
● Look for bad HTTP methods
● Look for bad user agents
● Look for accessing honey files



Credential Validation

Very large dumps of passwords are released 
on a regular basis.

Systems use weak passwords for obvious 
accounts like admin.

You may be interesting enough that dedicated 
attackers will target specific users.



Types of Attackers



Low Skill

Low level attacks are always banging on your 
door. They may be automated bots, they may 
be script kiddies.

Mostly noise, but occasionally dangerous. They 
do constant scanning for known 
vulnerabilities.



Moderate Skill

● Bored teenagers
● Activist groups such as Anonymous
● Security researchers
● General attackers up to no good

Use quality tools such as ZAP, Burp, and 
sqlmap as well as some hands-on attacks. 
Often just looking for something interesting or 
to make some chaos.



Skilled Attackers

● Nation State Actors
● Organized Crime
● Professional Competition(?)

Use quality tools and use them well. Have 
access to expensive professional pen testing 
tools and create bespoke ones. They generally 
know what they’re looking for and what to do 
once they have it.



Alerts



So many false positives

Writing accurate alerts is hard, especially for a 
generic system like a WAF that gets placed in 
front of thousands of very different 
applications.

Tuning your alerts to remove false positives 
will allow you to focus on the things that really 
matter.



Sloppy Matching

VGhpcyBpcyoNIHZhamtsamFrc2ogaiBramogb
GsgMyAzaiBramwyIGszamxrIGoyMw==



Sloppy Matching

VGhpcyBpcyoNIHZhamtsamFrc2ogaiBramogb
GsgMyAzaiBramwyIGszamxrIGoyMw==



Sloppy Matching

VGhpcyBpcyoNIHZhamtsamFrc2ogaiBramogb
GsgMyAzaiBramwyIGszamxrIGoyMw==

[oO][nN][a-zA-Z0-9]+=



Convenient to Developers, Pain for Operations
UPDATE

DELETE

ORDER



Wrapping Up



● Know where your logs are and how to understand and 
search them

● Know what’s normal and expected in them
● Understand what attacks are doing rather than simply 

trying to do pattern matching
● Be aware of who might be targeting your systems and 

why and how to fingerprint their activities
● Review your alerts to remove false positives and then 

pay attention to true positive alerts
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